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As is known, the one-dimensional combustion process of a gas mixture is de- 
scribed by a nonlinear system of partial 3ifferential equations of the form 

F (U) zz 0, fJ! E lo, Uol, F (U) > 0, u> uo 

Here U is the mixture temperature F ;t 0 the concentration of active sub- 
stance, F(U)C the reaction rate, ,(Vj s 0 the coefficient of heat conduction, 
~~(5') z 0 the coefficient of diffusion, 

Let us seek the solution of a special kind of system, called stationary 

1.' = u (y), c = c (1/j, y - 2 -I- ht, A --_ eonst> 0 

which satisfies the conditions 

u(--)<u(Y)<u(=)* c(- w)> C(V)> c(a) 

The system (O.l).hence becomes 

It is easy to prove that u'(v) > 0 for all y. Let US prescribe the following 
conditions for the solution of the system (0.2): 

I( (-- co) = 0, c (- ar) = ca">O, CfQo) = 0 

It follow8 from the existence of’ uf’ =f and of: -) that dfz -) - ~‘(2 =) 
= 0 if the latter exist. We have from 70.2) 

J. Ic (yi) + u(y) - co - u (- ~)l==&(U)duldy~,Cll(u)dcldy 

Hence, In turn 

c(- 00) -I- 1L (- oo)= c(bO)f u(m), for u(oo)= u+= C@ 
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Taking Into account that u' > 0, we take u as Independent variable. Let us 
introduce the notation 

v (u) = CL (u) du / dy > 0, a (4 F (4 = f (4 

f (4 > 0, u > uo, f (4 f 0. 1~ E 10, uoJ. a (4 la, (4 = 8 (4 > 0 (0.3) 

Consequently, the system (0.2) becomes 

f(u)c 1P=---t 
V 

c =P(u) u)- 1 
I 

(0.4) 

with the condltlone u(0) - 0, v(u,) - c(u+) - 0. 
Since f(u) E 0, u E [0, I+,], the latter Is then equivalent to 

P((L(b) = hu, (0.5) 

It Is required to determlne c(u) and u(u) ln CO, u+] (thereby u(p) and 
c(v) will be determlned to the accuracy of a parallel transfer along the y- 
axis as well as the constant A 

C2] 
The existence of a solution of the system (0.4), (0.5) has been proved In 
in the particular case of e(u) - const. It has also been proved that the 

aolutlon of this system 1s unique for e(u) = const > 1. The question of u- 
nlquenesa in the general case therefore remains open. Another particular case 
with B I 1 reduces the system (0.4), (0.5) to the single equation considered 
In cl] (where the existence and uniqueness of the solution was proved), and 
also ln c3 and 43. 

In this connection, the assumption existed that the system (0.4), (0.5) 
has a unique solution for any Y(u) and e(u) satisfying the constraints (0.3) 
m constructing a contradictory example, it Is proved herein that uniqueness 
even may not hold despite compliance with (0.3). 

Let ue assume that for some combination of values u,, u+ and the functions 
I(u), e(u) the system (0.4), (0.5) has two solutions u, tu), ui(u) (t - 1,2). 
Let us Introduce the notation 

= (u) = c, (u) / Cl (u), lo.61 

b (u) = up(u) / Q(U) (0.7) 

foruE(u,, u+).The values of o(u+) and b(u+) are determined by a passage to 
the limit. 

Le$ us find Y(u), e(u) and u, ln terms of ~0, X1, Xs, a(u), b(u). To do 
this let us first form a system of differential equations to determine u,(u), 
u+ and ol(u) ln terms of ~0, A A?, a(u), b(u). To do thla let us first form 
a system of differential equa&ns to determine ul(u), u, and o 
of uot a,, Xor a(u) and b(u). After transformation we have 

a%1 [k (Cl + u - u+) - 011 b 
ci = (?q - I&) UC1 + (ha - %ab)(u - uj + (a - i) bv1 (0.8) 

Hence, according to (0.6) we obtain an equation to determine u,(u) 

bb aAl - bk, 
‘1 -a- ‘-TV’+-- b (b’ul- ha + bh) 

a-b2 ’ v* (Id@) = Ag.0 for v)II - Al = ------y-1 g----- (0.10) 

Evidently (0.8) may be solved lnde endently of (0.7). From (0.4), (0.3) 
and dlso the constraints Imposed on c u) P 
c 0 that is 

and U(U) It follows that ul' - X, 
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(OAi) 

ln advance, but not ob- Now let AI, As. a (a)~ b (a), n E fb, 00) be assigned 
talned as a result of solving (0.4), (0.5). Moreover, as before 
scribed. Solving (0.7) (0.8), we can obtain ul(u), u 
g(u) In terms of them. The following conditions should hence be satisfied: 

1) U,(U) should vanish at least for u > uc. The point of lnteraection 
with the horizontal axle nearest to uc will be taken as u+, after which the 
segment (u, , -) Is excluded from the considerations. 

2) At least one continuous solution of (0.8), which vanishes at u - u+, 
should exist In [uc, u+ . 

3) me f(u) at-d eb 3 obtained should be continuous. dl ferentlable, 
f 

and 
satisfy the condition6 I(uc) 

As regards the semi-interval (0, uc ), I(u) i 0” g!%%dy been determined 
- 0 I(u) > 0 for 

therein; any positive function differentiable In [O, ug) as well as the Junc- 
ture point u = ~0 ma 

The functions O(u 3 
be taken a8 g(u). 
and b(u) are cone&ucted In Section 1; VI(u) le deter- 

mined in Section 2 and the existence of u+ la proved; In Section 3 It IS 

‘i 
roved that v’ - 
u) i 

A, < 0 In (~0, u+], which la neceeaary to the proof for f 
being pee tive in thlr semi-interval; e,(u) is determined In Section 4. 

The equation (0.7) ha8 two singular points, one of whlah Is (u+, 0), in the 
oIu plane. The existence of a single integral line passing through both sln- 
gular points Is proved. It Is proved that c;(u) < 0 polnta of the mentioned 
line. This Is ueed to prove that S(u) 18 poritlve. 

tet ua ertabllah the sufficient conditions which rhould be imposed 
and g(u) in order that the Mated requirements be 8atlafled. Let UB 

take an arbitrary u > u ,, and let UB oonstruct any twice continuously differ- 
entiable function h\u) In [uc, u,] which will satisfy the following condi- 
t lone : 

b h) = a, / 5, b’ (ug + 0) = 0, b’ (u) < 0, u E (uo, Ul) l (1.1) 
b’ (Ul - 0) = 0, b (h) E (0, Al / u 

Further, let UB select an arbitrary B E (a, /& 1) and let UB construct 
any twice continuously differentiable function b(u) In (uI, m), which will 
satisfy the condltlona 

b(uI+O)=b(u,), b’(ul+O)=O, b”(~~+O)=b”(u~-0), lim b(u)=B 
u-+co 

uE(u1, CQ) (4.2) 

Evidently, a function b(u) satisfying the last Inequality and at u - = 
tending to any value greater than b(u ), (In particular to the selected B), 
may be chosen. The posalblllty of satiafylng the remaining conditions la ev- 
ident, 

Let UB aleo construct some twice continuously dlfferentlable function a(u) 
In [u,, , uI ], which will satisfy the following conditions 

o@o)E 5, ( 
Jva 

1 A&(h) ' 
a(ur)E 

( ~bJ)r & ) * 
a'W>O (1.3) 

uf[uo, 1(l), Q’(U~-o)=o, a”(u~-o)<o 

Let UB choee an arbitrary 

Let UB construct some twice continuously differentiable function c(u) in 
(u, * o), which will satisfy the following conditions 

c (U% + 0) = 0 (a,), a’ (a1 + 0) = 0, a” (u, + 0) = ab (I.+ - 0) 

l ’ (4 < 0, lim a(u) = A, 
A 

u E (%r =). a (4-c Rb(u) u E [Ul, c-1 (I.41 
u-+00 
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The existence 0.f’ functions satisfying the first four conditions of (1.4) 
ia obvious. Moreover, it follows from the above that: 

A < A / B < h, ! 7r, < X2= i Xx2 < a (4 

Hence, the existence of functions satisfying the fifth condition of (1.4) 
results, The posslblllty of also satisf II@ the last condition of (1.4) fol- 
lows from the fact that the function A /’ @(u) decreases monotonously as u 
changes frcm ul. to - respectively 

A 
to Bb(w) =$2->A=U(_-9) 

Jt follows from the construction of the functions a(u) and B(U) that both 
are twice continuously differentiable In [~a, m), and particularly at the 
point ui, where the matching has been made. 

Let us prove the existence of an h s- 0 such that the inequality 

a (u) - ba (u) r, k (fi-5) 

is val;d for the conetructed functions o(u) and b(u) In c =) 
u E rus, =J. Then it followa from (1.1) and (1.3 ‘that: “f 

‘I (u)- b2 (u) > a (u(l) - b2 (up) = a (u*) - (4)” > 0 

takes on Its maximum value at u II ulr and b(u) 
bg (14) 5 a(~ ) - U(U ). 
we obtain t1.6). &ei us also note that 

0. 7 con6~ructing O(U) and b(u), u E [I+ OQ), in thls manner, we deter- 
mine Ul (u from (0.9) under the lnitlal condition v1 (~a) I )LI~ 

(24 
t( 

n(u) = X(4 y (Y! X (24) = exp 
s 

bb 
a-_ ds,Y(u)= 

u hta-hab 
c (a - b2) x (8) & + hlU0) 

u, ;, 

Let UB prove the exfstence of a p =- 0 such that for all u E. [uO, W) 
we have 

x (4 f P (2.2) 

n(u) 
Let u E fug, ~1. By virtue of (l.g,nd (1.5) we have X’(u) s 0. Hence, 

5 X(uo). Now, Ict u E (u1, Qo) 

u bb’ 
X @I= X @I) exp S g ds < x full exp & fbs 04 - v WI < 

Putting 

UI 
1 

< X fud exp x IBB - ba @I)] 

P = max X (140). X (~1) exp Y-& [Bg 

we Obt8in (2,2 
t 

+ Taking into account that X’(u) 3 0 for u z+ Us, we obtain the 
e%latance of X a). Let us note that einue we have A,o - X,b 5: Ala(*) - ~,b 
(uo) > 0 for I( E [up, UJ , then U1 (u) > 0 on this segment. 
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Let us now prove the existence of a U,Z= u1 such that s+- 0 , V(U) > 0 , 
u<u, 

Let us consider Y’ (u) in [u, , -) . Evidently Y’(ul ) > 0 . As u 
increases between u, and m the function X,a - X,b will decrease mono- 
tonously by virtue of the above, and 

lim (ha - A&) = hiA - hzri < 0 
U-XX3 

Hence, Y’(u) changes Sign at Some point u - up> ul , and the fur&Ion 
U(u) will decrease monotonously for u > up . It can not emerge beyond the 
horizontal aeytnptote since 

Hence, the existence of the desired point u+ has been established. 

Let us note that X,a(u,) - A,b(u 
U’(u+) < 0 from (0.B 

< 0 hae been proved ln passing. We 
therefore have 
quent dlescuseion for just U’S u, . 

We Shall carry out all the Subae- 

3* Let US prove that 

VI’ - A, <o. u E (% n,) (3.1) 

Taking account of (l.l), (1.5) and (1.7), compliance with (3.1) In (uo,u~l 
follows from (0.10). m virtue of (0.5) we have 

2’1 (4 < hh u E bo, %I 
Now, let us prove that v1 (u) < A,u also In (u, ,u+] . Let us assume the 

opposite, i.e. a u = ua E (ui, u+J is found such that Q (z+) = J,,$_ 

If the mentioned point is not unique, then wz Is taken to be the ClOSeSt 
to u1 . Then, according to the Lagrange theorem, a rc, E (ul, uz) 18 
found such that 

o;(m) = 

a the other hand, Since vl (us) <hius, 
(0.9) we will have 

then taking aCCOUM of (1.2) and 

q'(us) -a, = 

which IS impossible. Now, utlllzlng (1.2) we obtain 

b’v, - A, + b?.h, < b%,u - & + bn, < 0 

Hence, according to (0.9) we have 

Vi’ - &<(A u 6.Z (u1, n+) 

Therefore, (3.1) has been proved. 

4. Having determined the function 
and us(u) thereby (since 
01(u) * 

b( 
v (w) on [we ,u+] in such a manner, 

Let us consider (0.7 Y 
).is known), let us give the determination of 
In the domain 1p (See Fig-l) 

24 E lug, u+l, Cl E io, L (41, L (4 = VL / Al + u+ - rL 

By virtue of the proved properties of the Function u,(u) , we have 

L’ (UJ = 0, L (u) <OS u E (UC, u+l (4.1) 

It is also evident that 

L (u) > 09 u E [ue, u+), L (u,) = 0 

Let us rewrite (0.8) as 

a’qJcpu* Cl) 
ci = l#(U' Cl) ' 

cp (u, Cl) = cl[hl(cl+ Fc- LL+) - hl v2 (4.2) 
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Evidently we have cp(u, u1 ) - 0 on the upper o1 - L(u) and lower q - 0 
boundaries of the domain E At inner points and In the Interval u - UO, 
0 < U,< L(y) we have cp(u, ox ) < 0 Let ua consider the behavior of * 
in the domain 6 . After transformatlcns, we have on the upper boundary 
according to (1.7) and (1.1) 

~[u,L(U)]=(U+-u)~V~~(a-~)+vp(a~,/~~--’>~~ UE[tco*U+) 

After transformations we have on the lower boundary 

q(u, 0) = IAl@+---u )fQl [W(u) - ;;;z:jz#Q 

According to the Cauchy theorem, a U* E (u, u+) may be found such that 

Hence 

Now, let u E [I(~, u+). Then according to (1.4) and (1.8) 

a b*) 
= l”) b t”) - b (u*) - <a(u)b(u)- A/B<0 

Hence, we have $(u, 0) 

For any fixed valire of 
and has dlffercnt e&n6 of 

c 0 for u E [ul, u+) 

hr. 

Let u8 prove that ulo (u,‘) < 0 . Let ue consider the tunotlon of two 
variables 

’ @’ @ = 
a’6 It (m + l)(u - u+) - 011 

(ha- &lb) am + &- Lab + (a - 1) btll (u - u+)-’ 

Evidently 
lim 2 (14, m) = 0 (% (u+) = 0) 

u-w+-0 
m-b0 

lim &- blab + (a - 1) bol 

u-a+-0 U-U 1 =k-ha(u+)b(u+)+ Ia @+I-- ilb(u+)n’(u+) = 

a B,, - ba @+)I Ihn - A& tu+)l > o 11 
(I- ba 
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where q’(u+) from (0.9). Therefore, there exist a b,> 0 and 6,> 0 such 
that 

Z (u, m) < 1 for u+ - 6, < II < u+ and- 6, < m < 0 (4.3) 

Let us chose an arbitrary value m ~2 (-- min {6,, cl0 (u, - 6,)/ 6,j, 0). It fol- 
lows from the condition m > - cl0 (u+ - 6,) / 6, that 

Cl "b+ - 6,) > - m&l 

Upon further motion to the right the line cl’(u) cannot intersect a seg- 
ment of the line ol- m(u - U,) in (u+- 6, u,). 
then (4.3) Is satisfied. Multi-plying (4.3j by 

In fact, since 0 > m a-6 ar 
m , we see that the intrinsic 

slope of the considered segment m 
line at any of its points mZ(u, m) . 

is less than the slope of the lntergral 
Therefore 

Cl“ (u+) < ?n < 0 
Q.E.D. 

Finally, let us continue o,‘(u) from the point OL towards the left. 
Let the part of E not in El and ,Ta be denoted by Es (Flg.1). Exactly 
as haa been done in etud+ the domains 6, and Ep, we see that because of 
the change in sign of a when u goee through u,, we have 0, ‘< 0 for 

cl E (max 10, K (~11, L (~1) 

and we have cl ‘r 0 for cl E (0, K(u)) for those u for which K(U) > 0 . 

~~11%eec~0,7] IS zero on L(u) 
O (u doea not intersect L(u) in E since the elope of the inte - 

and L’(u) : 0 for u r u. . 
Let UB prove that cl” (U) < 0 foi u E [WI, U& By virtue of contlnult 

6 > 0 is found such that we have L(u)>K(u)>O for uE [ux- ,g 6 3'.a 
Evidently the line cl’(u) will turn out to be higher than X(u) for 

u e rur - 6, UL) * 
The?e remains to prove that u1 “< 0 upon further motion to the left. 

Let us assume the opg?alte. 
either al”‘= 0 

This means that at some point us E Eu@, u1 - 6) 
or ol -49. Let. up be the point cloeest to ul- b with 

the mentioned singularity. The case ox0 ‘- 0 is impossible slnoe we have 

zlL(ua) and, &r&ore, we have 
O’< 0 on (u u - 6) , from which ~*(~)>c~~(u~-~)>O, while olO(up)< 

Let u8 prove that the 7ae.e 
~2 ,;f;njle<hr 

Therefore, nt integrk 
right-to-let% motion. 
satisfying the following conditions: 

Cl0 (u+) = 0, QO’ (u) < 0, u%z [%1 u+l, 0 < cl0 (u) 
(4.4) 

u E I%?, u+), b Ejuor u+) 

Is proved. 
Sutitbtuting h = 5, 

e(u) l It follows frbm 
8titUtiw V = V,(U) end 

u*’ - I, < 0, Cl > 0, Vl > O-9 u E ([do, u+) 

we obtain J(u) > 0 in the mentioned interval. Becauee of 

U’l (u+) - Al< 0, cO1(u+) = 0, ClO' (u+) <o, Vl(4 = 0, v1'(u+)<O 

we obtain f( ) > 0 from (0.4) by L’Kopltal’s rule. 
c,‘tk) > 0, v (ug ) 0 “f we obtain 1(tr, ) - 0 . 

From ul’ (uo)=&, 
Let ua complete determining the 

function Ttu) on CO, ~0) by setting It Identically equal to zero, ,and e(u) 
also in an arbitrary way under the condition of it being positive and con- 
tlnous. 
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Therefore, a u+ has been found, and alao a f and e(u) have been 

T~??,‘?O[.?j’hiilat least two solutions 
BatiBfying the constraints (0.3 for which the system 

Ir = h,, v = 2’1 (u), c = $0 (u) 

A = h,, u = u2 (u) = b (u) v, (u). c = c2 (14) = a (u) cl0 (10 
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